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Simple POS X64

· Simplicity: easy to use, reliable and transparent! · Friendliness: easy to input orders and manage
them · Ease of use: make a quick deposit using a credit card, bill an order, generate reports,
managing the budget and operating with the help of the automatic invoicing · Easy to install: the app
comes with both portable and desktop versions, and it is very easy to install · Free: Simple POS is a
free app for small restaurants · Versatile: you can run the app on numerous POS For more
information, please visit the official website here: FOOD TRACKER is a food management program for
restaurants and food service companies. A large, attractive database enables fast access to food
inventory for easy ordering. Fast updates of the database are possible. The program eliminates food
waste by preventing overages and shortages, and it makes cooking according to menus simple,
accurate, and fun. Key Features Food Nutrition Labeling, online help, scheduling and tips, a
comprehensive database with recipes, a customer log, a phone book, POS system integration. · POS
Integration: remotely control the order inventory and dishes, generate invoices and purchase orders,
to keep pace with the growing importance of POS. You will have up to 24 hours of tracking of food
orders. · Protect your company against thefts and losses: only authorized personnel can control your
company assets. The most secure food reservation system on the market. · Track orders
electronically from anywhere in the world: make sure your servers do not run out of inventory, and
your company's customers have the opportunity to get their orders using a bar code scanner. ·
Customizable: you can change the company's name and logo, choose any color, make reports,
upload invoices and/or photos, and it is very easy to add your own recipe lists. · Easy installation: the
app can be downloaded on your smart phone, and run on the largest number of POS. · Free: Food
Tracker is a free program for small restaurants · No registration required: the app is fully functional
without the need to register the company. · All the important data is directly available on your smart
phone · Customizable: you can change the company name and logo, choose any color, make reports,
upload invoices and/or photos, and it is very easy to add your own recipe lists · Easy installation: the
app can be downloaded on your
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* Program designed to run on POS * Providing easy POS management and features * Rapidly edit and
track your orders * Simple POS is designed to fit in all kinds of restaurants Simple CDS is an elegant
and interactive card design software program. It is dedicated to creating and printing plastic cards
with styles and patterns, as well as designing impressive business cards. It makes it very easy for all
card users, whether novice or professional, to achieve great quality and elegant cards. With an
advanced template system, you can easily use pre-designed templates or generate new ones by
combining different elements, as well as edit or customize the graphics, texts and colors of
elements. A neat and user-friendly card design interface allows you to create and print multiple
designs to quickly meet your business needs. You can assign fonts, colors, graphics, and add your
own designs and text and easily upload them onto card backgrounds. Simple CDS Description: *
Create and print beautiful, elegant business and credit cards * High quality and fast printing *
Innovative template system * Efficient card design environment * Edit and customize design freely *
Combine fonts, colors and graphics to design elegant cards * Upload design from web, computer or
mobile to print * You can preview your design on cards directly. Cad Cadence 11.0 Help & Support
Posicad Pro Posicad Version 2.0 Help & Support POSiCAD posiCAD 16.8 Help & Support POSiCAD
Online POSiCAD Online Myriad POS Myriad POS Inventory 9.0 Inventory 9.0 Help & Support Inventory
Hub Inventory Hub Help & Support Interchange Interchange Help & Support PrintDirect Plus
PrintDirect Plus Help & Support Pulsar POS Pulsar POS 8.3 Help & Support Pulsar POS 8.3 is a
comprehensive point-of-sale software package designed to support the retail environment. It
includes a user-friendly interface with a large variety of ready-to-use reports, menus, images, and
customizable templates. The hardware required to get it up and running is minimal. Pulsar POS Help
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& Support: * Quickly add new customers to the system using the Customers tab * Track your
customers with the Customers View * Review and print reports for b7e8fdf5c8
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Simple POS is an approachable yet professional point of sale application designed to help small and
medium-sized restaurants and bistros to manage the delivered and picked up orders in real-time,
and check the total value of the command. Can be used on numerous POS The program comes
packed with all the necessary files to be run without a setup making it easier to use on multiple POS
The interface is plain and user-friendly, suitable even for novices, divided into the order
management controls, the report buttons, and the menu editor. Make your own menus with custom
categories and food Simple POS comes with default categories, like the appetizer, soup, seafood,
chicken, diet menu or pork, and foods specific for each group. Since the app comes with support for
the Chinese language, most of the provided products are specific Chinese. However, you have the
option to fully customize the menus to best fit to your restaurant particular foods and specialties.
Edit general details about clients and modify the prices From the "Pick up" menu, you can enter the
customer's information, such as table number, name, phone number, address, city or remarks. In
addition, you have the options to change the individual and total price for each added food, as well
as apply discounts for the current order. Delete wrong commands and generate daily, monthly and
yearly reports Plus, the app lets you to easily manage misplaced orders by simply pressing the
delete button. What's more, you have the option to select the payment method from the check, gift
certificate card, cash or credit card. Based on how many orders you had along the day, month or
year, you can generate a simple report with the total amounts for each day, month or year.
Approachable point of sale program Taking everything into account, Simple POS is a reliable and
accessible software solution that packs the most important POS functions into a straightforward
application, suitable for small and medium-sized restaurants. The main purpose is to enter and
manage multiple food and drink orders. For this app, we’ve used an iOS7 style navigation bar which
is useful when supporting both iOS7 and iOS6 devices. However this isn’t a hard requirement for the
app to function (you can always use the iOS6 bar if you prefer). This style is a highly customizable
navigation bar and uses a Tab Bar Control to navigate to the several navigation pages of the app.
The entire application is based around the use of custom UINavigation Controls, which uses Apple’s
Auto Layout Kit

What's New in the Simple POS?

• Robust, user-friendly and customizable POS app • Open restaurant schedules (Mondays to
Sundays), fast, easy and fully-customizable • Add to-go orders, look for your orders, monitor queue,
manage pick-ups • Optional drawing board and receipt printing • Acess to customer’s orders, menus,
and total costs for any day • Multiple menus per customer • Print receipts • Add/delete/edit orders •
Customize and save menus • Integrate with Google, Google Maps, Google Assistant, Google Sheets,
Flow & Algolia Simple POS is an approachable yet professional point of sale application designed to
help small and medium-sized restaurants and bistros to manage the delivered and picked up orders
in real-time, and check the total value of the command. Can be used on numerous POS The program
comes packed with all the necessary files to be run without a setup making it easier to use on
multiple POS. The interface is plain and user-friendly, suitable even for novices, divided into the
order management controls, the report buttons, and the menu editor. Make your own menus with
custom categories and food Simple POS comes with default categories, like the appetizer, soup,
seafood, chicken, diet menu or pork, and foods specific for each group. Since the app comes with
support for the Chinese language, most of the provided products are specific Chinese. However, you
have the option to fully customize the menus to best fit to your restaurant particular foods and
specialties. Edit general details about clients and modify the prices From the "Pick up" menu, you
can enter the customer's information, such as table number, name, phone number, address, city or
remarks. In addition, you have the options to change the individual and total price for each added
food, as well as apply discounts for the current order. Delete wrong commands and generate daily,
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monthly and yearly reports Plus, the app lets you to easily manage misplaced orders by simply
pressing the delete button. What's more, you have the option to select the payment method from
the check, gift certificate card, cash or credit card. Based on how many orders you had along the
day, month or year, you can generate a simple report with the total amounts for each day, month or
year. Approachable point of sale program Taking everything into account, Simple POS is a reliable
and accessible software solution that packs the
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System Requirements:

Minimum: - Windows 7 x64, or Windows 8 x64 - Processor: Intel i5-4570 - RAM: 6 GB - Graphics:
NVIDIA GeForce GTX 660 - DirectX: Version 11 - Storage: 40 GB available space - Internet: ADSL or
cable connection Recommended: - Processor: Intel i7-4790 - RAM: 8 GB - Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce
GTX 970 - DirectX
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